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President’s Letter

Jim Krezowski

We are a Star Lake and want to keep
Big Sandy Lake a Star Lake
Thanks to our volunteers for their help in the County Road 14-Lake Avenue Highway
Clean Up. After our meeting on Oct. 14 they picked up trash of all kinds and completed the
job in record time. It all helps in our clean water - clean land efforts.
Our Invasive Species program is going forward. We hope to have uniformed, identified
volunteers and others at our boat landings before opening day of fishing 2012. We had
19 volunteers at our August 15th training program conducted by Watercraft Inspection
program assistant Kari Hull from the Brainard Division of Ecological Resources. Deputy
Dan Guida brought his boat, trailer and truck for use as the inspection tool, to properly
show a boat owner how to inspect and be sure his watercraft is clear of invasive weeds
and creatures. We will not be receiving the financial assistance from the DNR or State of
Minnesota we had hoped for to carry out this project. We will need to finance it ourselves.
We hope to do this with some of the resources we have, volunteers who will help at
the landings and possibly some small grants to help with the uniforms and materials we
will need. We are looking at a dues increase to help, as discussed in the August 2011
newsletter.
We can’t stress enough
that everyone use extreme
precautions to avoid the
pests that are in some of
our state’s lake waters.
Please
remind
your
neighbors and friends that
it is unlawful to remove
and transport water from
one lake to another. This
includes bait buckets and
water wells in boats. You
must remove your boat’s
plug and drain the water.
We suggest you carry a 5gallon container of clean
water to later replace in your water well and bait bucket. Sorry but it is not inconvient if we
want clean lakes. The critters and invasive weeds are expanding.
We are a Star Lake; let’s all help to keep Big Sandy Lake a Star Lake.
We would like to see more people enroll more shoreline in the No-Mow Zone Incentive
Program to help avoid erosion and keep our shorelines beautiful and pristine. We can
receive added grant funding if we do work to create shoreline buffer zones of natural
vegetation. The Big Sandy Lake Area Watershed Management (BSALWMP) is cooperating
... continued next page
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We also have a large tote bag that is made from recycled materials and is recyclable. The color is hunter green
with an image of Big Sandy Lake on the front. The size of the bag is 15” H x 13” W x 10” deep with long handles
and is perfect for all your shopping needs. This also would be a great bag to tote towels, snacks, sodas, etc. to
the boat or ice house. $4 ea.
Ask for colors available in items of your choice at time of order. All items can be ordered by e-mail and will be
delivered to you in the Big Sandy Lake area (within a 10 mile radius of the lake).

Letter from the Editor...
Bruce Johnson, Editor, BSLA Newsletter
Sending a special thanks to all the BSLA members who participated in the clean-up of Highway 14 last month.
It looked great when finished!
Another winter fast approaches and I hope that everyone will have a fun-filled winter and that you’ll all take
the proper precautions for safety when snowmobiling, ice fishing or otherwise enjoying the great outdoors at
Big Sandy.
Wishing you all a VERY Happy Holiday Season!!

continued from page 1

President’s Letter
with the Big Sandy Lake Association on an EPA Section 319 grant to help with the creation of shoreline buffers in Big
Sandy’s Watershed.
I had a tour of the new Riverwood Hospital construction site in Aitkin a few weeks ago and was very impressed with
what is being added to this wonderful facility. Our population and use of Aitkin County is expanding and this addition will
be ready to handle our needs. Congratulations to the planners and people of our medical center.
It was good to hear from our Sheriff’s Department that the summer on BSL was relatively quiet. Of course we did have
a few loud boats and gatherings but overall complaints were down. With winter upon us, enjoy our lakes and woods with
caution.
Have a safe time on the trails, roads, and ice.
Last, but not least, let’s thank Virginia and Bruce Johnson for their excellent job in putting together your newsletter. I
assure them that they are very much appreciated.

FOUND:

An older Seahawk paddle boat washed up on the
beach on Davis Bay, west of Big Sandy Lodge and
Resort this summer. It has been unclaimed since it
appeared the 3rd week of July. It is pink/white with
both inside pedals missing. If this is your paddle
boat, please contact me at bwj4@comcast.net and
I’ll put you in touch with the people who found it.
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Wintertime in our area

Scott Turner
Aitkin County Sheriff

Minnesota winter is just around the corner and the question is – are you ready for it? Getting ready
for winter doesn’t always take a lot of work. Sometimes it’s just a few little things that can make the
difference between safety and suffering: having a survival kit in your car, changing the batteries in
your carbon monoxide detector, staying well-hydrated during outdoor fun.
To help everyone minimize the risks and hazards of winter, the Aitkin County Emergency Management Office participates in Winter Hazard Awareness Week. The Minnesota Department of Public Safety – in collaboration with the National
Weather Service and other state, and federal agencies– sponsors “Winter Hazard Awareness Week” each fall to educate
and reinforce in people some simple behaviors and actions that lead to a warm, safe and enjoyable winter season.
Winter around the lake has its own unique
hazards of which we should all be aware. Cold
water boating, thin ice, ice-fishing, and snowmobiling all add the need for increased awareness
to keep us and our families safe while engaging
in these outdoor activities.
The week-long event includes a media campaign and other informational materials posted
on the website: http://hsem.dps.mn.gov . The
campaign targets specific information each day
and can be used in conjunction with school,
church, or civic programs. When you get a
chance, take a look at the information on the
website and make plans to ensure that winter
is safer and more enjoyable for you and your
family.
Mon., November 7: Winter Weather
Overview – Ice storms, blizzards, subzero temperatures, winter weather
watches and warnings and wind-chill
Tue., November 8: Outdoor Winter
Safety – Safety on ice, snowmobile
safety, hypothermia and frostbite
Wed., November 9: Winter Fire Safety –
Winter and holiday fire safety, alternative heat sources, smoke
detectors, cooking safety, candle and decorations
Thur., November 10: Indoor Winter Safety – Carbon monoxide, radon, asbestos, mold, winter travel
and general home care
Fri., November, 11: Winter Driving – auto safety, snowplows, road conditions, using 5-1-1, winter driving tips,
car survival kits and calling 911 on a cell phone.

As always…… Enjoy Aitkin County….. Safely!

Fisheries Report for Big Sandy Updated
If you haven’t visited the DNR website www.dnr.state.mn.us lately, we think you’ll find the recently updated “Status of
the Fishery” report for Big Sandy Lake very interesting reading.
Click on “LakeFinder” and add Big Sandy and Aitkin County in the required fields. Click on “Get Lake Data” and wait for
Big Sandy to appear. When it does, click “go” under Lake Information and scroll to the report.
Thanks to a regular reader of our website for bringing this update to our attention. As always, we appreciate hearing
from you and hope you’ll contact us with any concerns or questions you may have about the lake.

Did You Know...?
How McGregor came to be called “McGregor” has
always been a bit of a puzzle, even in the minds of longtime locals. Just for fun, let’s have one more look at what
we think we know about good old ‘gregor.
There wouldn’t have been a McGregor at all if it wasn’t
for the Northern Pacific railroad. Chartered by Congress
in 1864 (during the Civil War),the line’s objective was to
connect the Great Lakes with the Pacific’s Puget Sound
(near Seattle). It wasn’t until 1870, however, that the
first groundbreaking occurred at Carlton, MN.
Not many months later, the track laying crews
reached the vicinity of what was called Sicottis Station (now Tamarack), named after an
opportunistic Scotsman who discovered
there was both ample firewood (the surrounding tamarack swamps) and water
(Sicottis quickly sunk a well) at just the
right geographic interval for feeding and
watering the always voracious steam
locomotives of the day. Interestingly
enough, there are specific references
to “Sicottis” on early 1870s maps of
the region, while most of northern
Minnesota remains a blank.
Research conducted by Clifford
Greer, circa 1940 (as recorded
by local author, Eileen Keen, in
her book, “Footprints of Early
Backwoods Settlers”--available at Minnestalgia in McGregor) confirmed that during
the 1870s there was precious little activity around the
future site of McGregor; the locomotives had just finished
building up a head of steam out of Sicottis and by the
time they reached what is now McGregor there would
have been no reason to slow down. By 1881, however,
lumbering had picked up dramatically along the Sandy
River, to the northwest of the future town site. One Billy
Rogers was operating a lumber camp along the Sandy
River by that date. He had joined an even earlier operator
named Davis; both camps were headquartered on what
was known even then as Davis Lake. Davis apparently
had a large enough operation to ensure that Sandy Lake’s
southernmost bay would also bear his name (Davis
Bay). Greer said “the Fletcher & Bly Store and the A.C.
Campbell Store were both located on Davis Lake on
Sandy River near a Steamboat Landing [which was at
the head of navigation].” Greer also noted that the first
permanent settlers in the immediate area were probably
Alfred & Enoch Johnson, brothers who homesteaded in

By Robert O. Harder

1890 in Section 30 [in what became Jevne Township],
followed by Ole Jevne in 1891.
Recognizing this increased economic activity, the Northern Pacific decided it needed another station nearby. In
1940, Clifford Greer described how that decision came
about, as told to him by Mr. G.H. Jacobus, then Division
Superintendent of the NP, to wit: “The railroad siding and
station at the future McGregor was constructed in 1880.
Our [the NP’s] information indicates the location was
named after a hunter and trapper by the name
of McGregor who came from New York several
years before our line was built. In those early
days, [Jacobus added as a personal aside,]
when he [McGregor] had occasion to go to St.
Paul, he traveled by canoe via Sandy River,
Sandy Lake, and into the Mississippi River
[then by steamboats downstream to the
Twin Cities].” Mr. Jacobus went on to say
“it is possible also that the [McGregor]
station might have been named in honor
of Major McGregor, who was with General Rosser on an expedition to the
Missouri River in 1870 in connection
with the extension of our [the NP]
line, this later information secured
from . . . our field notes.”
With this evidence in hand, we
can safely conclude that, as
was the custom along rail lines,
the name of our community, McGregor, was taken from
the NP station name, with that name coming from the
early hunter/trapper McGregor and the esteemed Major
McGregor. The coincidence of the two “McGregors” must
have made both the station and village name choice a
foregone conclusion.
By the 1890s, McGregor station and town had become
firmly established. In addition to the local pioneers named
earlier, there were the very early Italian immigrants--the
Spicola and Memmola families (another story by themselves). Then came such settlers as C.A. Maddy, the
Farah Bros, O.L. Johnson, Isedore Iverson, Jim Murphy,
Joe Hudson, and many, many others. In 1903, the city of
McGregor was officially incorporated; today the Greater
McGregor Area, serving the Sandy River’s “chain of
lakes,” Minnewawa, Round Lake, Horseshoe Lake, and
Big Sandy Lake, is the most important and largest community in eastern Aitkin County.

Q&A

The Loon –
State Bird of Minnesota
Article submitted by Mickey Utech

Question: Why don’t we see loons on land like we see ducks and geese?
Answer: Because their feet are far back on the body, loons
are poorly adapted to moving on land and usually avoid
going onto land, except when nesting.
Question:
Are loons good fliers and
excellent swimmers?
Answer: Yes the loons are decent fliers,
though the larger species have some difficulty
taking off and thus must swim into the wind to
pick up enough velocity to become airborne.
The loon is also an excellent swimmer, using
their feet to propel themselves above and under
water while their wings provide assistance. Also
known as divers, they have a spear-shaped bill.
Question:
Is there much difference between the
male and female loon?
Answer: Males are larger on average, but relative size is only apparent when the male and female
are together. They have identical plumage. The territorial call of the male loon can be heard from lakes
across Canada to the very northern United States.
Question: What do loons eat?
Answer: Loons find their prey by sight. They eat mainly fish, supplemented with amphibians,
crustaceans and similar mid-sized aquatic fauna. Specifically, they have been noted to feed on crayfish,
frogs, snails, salamanders and leeches. They prefer clear lakes because they can more easily see their
prey. They use their pointy bill to stab or grasp prey. They eat vertebrate prey headfirst to facilitate
swallowing, and swallow all their prey whole. To help their digestion, loons swallow small pebbles from
the bottoms of lakes, similar to grit eaten by chickens. These gastroliths may assist the loon’s gizzard in
crushing the hard parts of the loon’s food such as the exoskeletons of crustaceans and the bones of frogs
and salamanders. Loons may inadvertently ingest small lead pellets, released by anglers and hunters that
will contribute to lead poisoning and the loon’s eventual death.
Questions: Where does the loon usually nest and how many chicks do they normally have?
Answer: The male alone selects the location of the nest, which is usually close to the water, preferring
sites that are completely surrounded by water such as islands or emergent vegetation. They use a variety
of materials, such as aquatic vegetation, pine needles, leaves, grass, moss and mud. Both male and
female build the nest and incubate jointly for 28 days. If the eggs are lost, the pair may re-nest, usually
in a different location. Most nests consist of two eggs, which are laid in May or June. Loon chicks are
precocial, able to swim and dive right away, but will often ride on their parents’ back during their first 2
weeks to rest, conserve heat, and avoid predators. Chicks are fed by their parents for about six weeks,
and at 11 or 12 weeks they gather their own food and have learned to fly.
Question: What eats a common loon?
Answer: Mainly eagles, raccoons, crows and owls.
Question: Does the loon change color in the winter?
Answer: Y es, the winter plumage is dark gray above, with some indistinct lighter mottling on the wings,
and a white chin, throat and underside. The loon goes to a warmer climate during the winter.

Zebra Mussels Infest Two Additional Lakes
A recent article in the Star Tribune noted that two additional Minnesota lakes have been
infested with zebra mussels. Both of the newly infested lakes have two things in common:
Both are located in Western Minnesota —Rose Lake in Otter Tail County and Lake Irene in
Douglas County — and each was infested by a boat lift purchased and moved from a nearby
lake. They are the sixth and seventh lakes designated as infested by the DNR in 2011.
“Moving docks and boat lifts from zebra-mussel infested lakes to other lakes is a serious
issue,” said Nathan Olson, DNR invasive species specialist in Fergus Falls. “We can’t
stress enough that everyone needs to take extra precautions to avoid transporting these
pests to other state waters.”
The boat lift on Lake Irene was found to have clusters of zebra mussels on the feet and
inside the tubing of the lift. Extreme caution should be used when purchasing and relocating docks and lifts. The DNR recommends that any such equipment should be closely
inspected, power-washed and stored out of the water for a minimum of 5 days before placing it back in the water. Better yet, shop at a local dealer and have confidence you’ll get
the right equipment…and nothing else.

Volunteers Needed For 2012 Boat Inspections
Even though we’re just ending the 2011 boating season, we’re already
planning for open water in 2012 and the start of our volunteer watercraft
inspection program on Big Sandy.
As you may be aware, the Big Sandy Lake Association has worked with
the DNR to jointly fund our watercraft inspection program for a number of
years. This past season, our annual grant was not renewed as a change
in focus directed the majority of state funds to lakes already infested with
aquatic invasive species (AIS) including zebra mussels. The state’s intent
is to try and prevent boats from leaving infested waters and transporting AIS
to other lakes in the state.
Since we expect a similar allocation of resources in 2012, we’ve developed our own inspections program and hope to sign up a large number of
volunteers to spend a few hours at our access points. We’ll provide all the training necessary, and with a large number
of members participating, it should only require a few hours of your time next season. Those few hours could make all
the difference for our lake.
Join us in this important volunteer program, won’t you? Without your help—and that of your neighbors and friends—our
lake could be unnecessarily exposed to zebra mussels, Eurasian water milfoil and other invasives that will change our
lake for generations to come.
Simply fill-in, detach and return the lower part of this page and we’ll be in touch when our spring training session is
scheduled. If you prefer, send an email to bsla@bslassociation.org and we’ll get you all the information. Be sure to leave
your name and phone number so we have complete contact information.
Thanks for your consideration. See you on the water in 2012.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yes, please contact me regarding the Big Sandy Lake Volunteer Watercraft Inspection Program.
Name_ _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address_ ___________________________________________________________________________________
City__________________________________________________________State _______ Zip _______________
Email address________________________________________________________________________________
Phone______________________________________________________________________________________
Return to: Big Sandy Lake Association, P.O. Box 21, McGregor, MN 55760 or email a note with this information to bsla@bslassociation.org
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Up-Coming Events and Area Information

You can find updates, copies of newsletter articles, coming events and area
information, as well as the minutes of the monthly board meetings.
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